
DESIGNED IN AUSTRALIA

QHD BIKE CAMERA + FRONT LIGHT

Still the best all-in-one cycling safety system

Never ride alone



Smart safety has a new look. Where form and
function collide, we’ve designed a product so 
easy to use, that it seamlessly becomes habit.

Designed in Australia, the Fly12 Sport is built to last.   

Works hard, looks good

Technology plays a crucial role in cycling
safety. The Fly12 Sport gives you peace of 
mind with continual recording and smart 
incident detection ensuring the best and worst
moments are captured. The powerful front light
ensures you are visible on the road, and can 
be safe and be seen.  

Smart safety

Cycliq is a cycling safety technology company
on a mission to empower all cyclists to 
regain their right to feel safe on the road.  

We believe that all road users should feel 
safe. Safety, awareness and accountability
benefits everybody. 

The new Fly12 Sport is an essential safety asset
for all cyclists. With optimal lumen output for
all conditions combined with a purpose built 
camera, the Fly12 Sport is your eyes on the road.

Never ride alone

Cyclists 
deserve to 
feel safe on 
the roads



Feel safe
“Recording your ride makes you feel safe.”

We hear it all the time from our customers. The 
Fly12 Sport is your eyes out front - lighting 
the way and ready to capture anything that 
happens with continual recording and smart
incident detection.

Be seen
You need to be seen to be safe.

The Fly12 Sport's bright headlight will guide 
you safely on the brightest of days and the 
darkest of nights. 

Go the distance
Midweek commute, or chasing some KOM’s 
the Fly12 Sport is your companion on the road. 
With up to 7 hours of continuous recording in 
camera only mode the Fly12 Sport lasts as long 
as you do!  

Whatever proof
Built tough for global conditions. 

Water resistant with intuitive design features 
to keep out the dust, dirt and destruction. 

Safety has a
new look



Eyes front

Ride for hours
Punch out up to 7 hours of
continuous recording in camera
only mode. 

Built tough
Designed in Australia, the 
Fly12 Sport is built for the 
toughest of cycling conditions. 

Stand out
Be seen day and night, with multiple 
light modes designed to increase your
visibility. 

Capture number plates
Super-sharp wide angle QHD 
camera will catch anything you
miss.

Always recording 
Auto-looping means you never 
run out of space on your SD card
and you can easily lock footage 
you want to keep. 

Easy to use
The new rear display, only
available on the Fly12 Sport, 
makes smart technology easy 
to use.

Black box technology 
Hit the deck and the Fly12 Sport 
will automatically trigger incident 
protection mode, locking the 
video and audio either side of 
the incident.



#safetech
More of what you need, 

nothing you don’t. 

CycliqPlus Bluetooth® USB on the goSTRAVA

Fly12 Sport
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Feature Description Specification

Recording

Lens angle

Video format

Image stabilisation

Lumens

Weight

Dimensions

Battery

Port

Bluetooth®

Technical specifications

Always record
your ride 

Super-sharp Ultra HD video and crisp audio  

Capture everything

Segmented video for smart looping

Smooth video makes for easy review 

Be seen day and night 

Super light – super tough  

Pocket sized

Lasts longer than most rides

2 hour fast charge

Connect and control your Fly12 Sport BT 5.1

USB-C to charge & connect to PC & Mac

29.5mm (H) x 50.7mm (W) x 81.2mm (L)

3000mAh, 11.10Wh (up to 7 hours)

148g / 5.22oz

400lm max output

6-axis electronic image stabilisation  

MP4

135° wide viewing angle 

1280x720p @120fps 
1920x1080p HDR @30fps 
1920x1080p @60fps 
2560x1440p @30fps
2880x2160p @24fps (4K playback)


